So, You're in Hell. Now what?

By Anna Von Reitz

Let's begin with this important piece of information:

"Hell" is not "Hades" as in the underworld of the Ancient Greeks, and it is not "Sheol" the shadow world of Second Soul in the Hebrew scheme of things, nor is it "Gehenna" the realm of separation and misery in the Hebrew system.

In fact, if you really search Catholic Dogma, you won't find any reference to "Hell" there, either, though most people attach the meaning of Satan's fiery prison to it.

No.

"Hell" is literally the name of Debtor's Prison. And that's why apprentice attorneys are still called "Devils" in Scotland.

Don't believe it? I have plenty of books.

You've been living in a Debtor's Prison all your life without knowing it. So, yes, you are in Hell right now. Literally.

What are you going to do about it?

When I say, "Wake to Hell up!" this is what I am talking about: the circumstance in which you live. Wake up!

If I walked up to you and told you that the clerk at your insurance company stole the information off your credit card and that he is pilfering your credit account ----- you might stare at me, you would definitely be alarmed, but once you checked your statement and saw that it was true, you would know what to do.

You would call your bank or credit card company and say, "Hey! I didn't make these charges! My account has been compromised! This is a mistake! I don't know anything about "Felix's Massage Therapy" and I sure didn't order a new hot tub from "Wonder Spa" or buy anything at Neiman Marcus..... "

So why is it that everyone stops and balks and stares at me like I'm the crazy one when I tell you that a foreign, private, for-profit governmental services corporation has stolen your identity and your credit cards? And is charging you for services you never ordered and is charging whatever they want to charge for all the "services" they have foisted off on you and charged to your ACCOUNT?
It's really no different. It's the same crime. It's being committed at the same level -- the level of commerce. And the end result --- to put you in debt up to your ears for expenditures you never authorized --- is the same.

But, hey, until you raise your hand and object --- everyone assumes that you authorized the charges and that you owe them.

The bank isn't going to call up Neiman Marcus if you don't object to paying for someone else's trip to Beijing, the $1200 bath robe, the 3 carat diamond ring, and new leather furniture set they charged to YOU.

The so-called "government" doesn't use credit cards, it uses Treasury Bonds and CUSIP Bonds and other forms of debt instruments to pile its debts on your weary head.

They use the "presumption" that if you vote in their private corporate elections, you must be going along with all this and profiting from it somehow.

Why else would you let a foreign private investment corporation use your assets as collateral for its debts and charge you whatever it wants to charge?

Do you know that there isn't a single mortgage in America that is owed by a living man or woman?

That's what "mortgage" means --- its a debt owed by a dead person.

That "dead person" is a defunct earlier version of another foreign, privately owned, for-profit government services corporation that went bankrupt and left you and your children responsible for paying off its debts.

Right.

Got the picture now?

You and your children and your children's children's children are buried alive under a mountain of Odious Debt--- that is, debt that you didn't authorize and didn't benefit from.

When a "government services corporation" pulls this kind of criminal crap there is no bank or credit card company to call, so you may be standing there with a dumb, horrified look on your face, feeling terribly alone. And helpless.

Been there and done that.

But you are in luck. And you are not alone. There are at least 350 million other Americans in the exact same boat. And there are good solid historical reasons for why we are in this deplorable situation --- reasons that are known and there are things we can do to change "Hell" into Paradise.

We've written three books so far that give you all the basics, all of them available on Amazon.com for a few bucks.

The first one, Disclosure 101 tracks my own experience, how I got my "wake up call" and details the early history of the effort to not only wake up, but make sense of what we call "The Mess" --- plus our early actions to put a stop to the crimes.

The second book is aimed at a broad audience. Anyone can read "You Know Something Is Wrong When.....An American Affidavit of Probable Cause" which is lavishly illustrated with cartoons and helpful graphs and commentary. It may strike some people as to "not serious"---- but it is.
And the third book, America: Some Assembly Required, is very short --- an "executive summary" built on 30-second sound-bites of information that coalesce as you go, so, you can have the whole Big Picture lined out in an hour or two if the "Just the Facts, Ma'am" approach works for you.

We woke up to this reality more than twenty years ago and every year, more and more Americans wake up. Word is spreading every day. And yes, we have found ways to deal with the pesky "devils" among us.

The good news is that the Truth will set you free, and there is a path forward and onward and upward. There is a way to save our country and reform our government. And even if you are in "Hell" right now, you don't have to stay there.

You can come home, come out of Babylon, and once you boil it all down, it isn't even that hard to do (though we can assure you that the road to ferret out the information was anything but easy).

Go to Article 928 posted at www.annavonreitz.com. There you will find a handful of simple forms that establish your claim to own your own Trade Name and which enable you to claim your children and grandchildren's names for them, too.

This is the start --- the foundation to reclaim your freedom, your identity, and your correct political status. It's the beginning of taking back control of your country and your finances and your future.

And if the forms don't immediately make sense to you, take the time to read the books so that the Big Picture of what happened snaps into view. There is a logic to every thing that happened, and therefore, a logic to everything we do in response.
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